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 EXAMINING THE LOGIC OF

 WORLD FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

 Louis Rent Beres

 Purdue University

 A vast literature advancing the case for world federalism has its
 origins in our own century. At the same time, there is no reason to
 suppose that this case rests on more durable intellectual foundations
 today than it did when Pierre Dubois wrote on the subject in 1306.
 In volume after volume, there is no evidence to suggest that a system-
 atic examination of the federal model is ever undertaken. Indeed,
 from the standpoint of effective power-management or war preven-
 tion, the improved character of proposed configurations is never even
 doubted. It is accepted as self-evident.

 This situation is regrettable. The requirements of effective power-
 management in the world system are extraordinarily complex.
 Whether or not federal alternatives are more suitable than prevailing
 arrangements for the mangement of global power depends upon the
 outcome of painstaking investigation. Intuition and "common sense"
 are not enough. With this in mind, the following essay will, after
 reviewing the long tradition of world federalist advocacy, systemati-
 cally examine the power-management features of the world federal
 model. This examination will not rest upon the kind of "reasoning
 by analogy" which ordinarily characterizes such study. (Such rea-
 soning derives from the mistaken assumption that the national actors
 in world politics are guided by the same preference orderings as their
 constituent sub-units, e.g., states, provinces, cantons.) Rather, it will
 seek predictive conclusions by drawing out the implications of cer-
 tain explicitly-stated assumptions pertaining to the behavior of
 nations in world politics.

 The Distinctive Character of Global Federation

 The first stage of this investigation requires an exact description of
 global federation. While differences in detail exist between individual
 conceptions, its basic features are generally described in terms of a
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 76 Louis Rene Beres

 more centralized distribution of force and sovereign-authority.' In
 the federal world system, both force and sovereign-authority are
 shared with a specially-established global center. Here, the ultimate
 right to determine when force may be used between national actors
 is vested in the global center, while force resides both within the
 appropriate institutions of the center and within all of the actors.
 Moreover, from Dubois to Clark and Sohn, federation is distin-
 guished from confederation. Such an arrangement is merely an
 alliance of governments, what in German is called a staatenbund as
 distinguished from a bundesstaat or in French a confederation d'etats
 rather than an etat federal. With respect to the locus of sovereign-
 -authority and armed force, the difference is crucial. Unlike the
 federal configuration of forces, confederation leaves the anarchic
 condition of world politics unimpaired. The State of Nations remains
 in the State of Nature.

 Federation is also distinguished from international organizations
 or leagues in which some measure of sovereign-authority is trans-
 ferred to specially-created central institutions while force remains
 solely at the national level. In the history of political thought, there
 have been only two major proposals for world peace via this type of
 procedure for managing power-an arrangement standing midway
 between the State of Nations and federation. Easily the best-known
 is Jeremy Bentham's Plan for an Universal and Perpetual Peace
 (1843). Unlike almost all of his predecessors and successors,
 Bentham did not believe that the transfer of right without force is
 necessarily ineffective in the management of power. Hence, he pro-
 posed a Common Court of Judicature for the decision of differences
 between nations which was not to be supported by the instruments
 of violence. Public opinion was to be the sole available sanction. Like
 Bentham, the American pacifist William Ladd believed that public
 opinion would make it unnecessary to support sovereign-
 authoritative prerogatives with force. In his prize-winning "Essay on
 a Congress of Nations" (1840), Ladd contends that public opinion
 "is amply sufficient to enforce all the decisions of a Court of
 Nations."

 1 By force we mean the weapons of war-guns, battleships, missiles, etc. By sovereign-
 authority we mean the ultimate right to make decisions and enforce obedience in the
 world system.

 By world system we mean the most comprehensive system whose component parts are
 human aggregates-groups of national actors standing in characteristic relationships to each
 other (structure), interacting on the basis of recognizable patterns (processes), and subject
 to various contextual limitations.
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 Examining the Logic of World Federal Government 77

 Federation and World Order

 1. Some Early Observations

 How is power managed in a system of global federation? What
 manner of limiting international violence prevails where nations
 coexist with an appropriate authority above them, and where this
 authority is also in possession of force? How may the use of force be
 limited where nations are neither the sole judges of their own conduct
 nor the exclusive repositories for the weapons of war? Is there any
 reason to suppose that power would be more effectively managed in
 such a situation than in the condition of natural liberty in which
 nations have coexisted so long?

 Whether one considers the classical literature ending with Kant, or
 more recent writings on the question, the answer is invariably the
 same: world federation is the way to world peace. In 1306, Pierre
 Dubois, the French jurist, authored De Recuperatione Terra Sancta.
 This tract proposes the federal organization of Christian states in
 Europe. Peace is described as the highest attainable good and must be
 secured among all Catholics.

 Dubois' federation of Christian states includes an international

 court of arbitration endowed with obligatory jurisdiction. All inter-
 national disputes are to be adjudicated by this court. In the event of
 disagreement with the tribunal's decisions, appeals may be taken
 directly to the Pope. Papal excommunication is to be the final
 punishment for those states which fail to submit to binding arbitra-
 tion or to actual judgments.

 In 1464, Georg Podebrad, King of Bohemia, called for a federation
 of Christian princes from France, Italy, Germany, and Spain to pre-
 serve peace and to protect Christianity from the Turks. This
 federation is to operate through an assembly of princes' representa-
 tives (Congregatio); a tribunal to settle differences between princes
 (Judicium); and a treasurer (Syndic) to receive financial contribu-
 tions. To secure a lasting peace, the independent right to wage war is
 transferred from individual princes to the federation itself.

 Shortly after Podebrad's proposal (which never materialized
 beyond friendship pacts with Hungary and France), Pope Leo (1518)
 and Francois de la Noue (1587), a Protestant aristocrat, advanced
 similar ideas for federal union. But the first genuinely universal fed-
 eral arrangement is the New Cyneas of Emeric Cruce (1623).2
 This project calls for a world-wide organization comprised of Christian

 2 Emeric Cruce, The New Cyneas, Thomas Willing Balch, tr. (Philadelphia, 1909), p.
 102, 104.
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 78 Louis Rene Beres

 and non-Christian states. In this sense, it represents a major departure
 from the narrower ideal of a Christian Commonwealth. At the same

 time, Cruce's appeal for federation offers no significant progress in
 the direction of systematic inquiry. It offers no persuasive reasons
 for favoring global federalism over the prevailing condition of natural
 liberty.

 The New Cyneas served as a basic model for the later proposal of
 Maximilian de Bethune, Duke of Sully.3 Appearing in 1638, Sully's
 Memoirs represent a particularly well-known proposal for world
 federalism. These Memoirs, usually referred to as The Grand Design
 of Henry IV (Sully would have us believe that the plan was this
 monarch's own conception), encourage the states of Europe to unite
 in a great federation. Within this federation, the total number of
 states is to be reduced to fifteen. For military support, the plan also
 offers a composite army of forces contributed by the princes in
 proportion to their capabilities.

 Strongly influenced by his reading of Sully's Memoirs, William
 Penn offered another well-known proposal for global federation.4
 Published anonymously in London in 1693, Penn's Essay Towards
 the Present and Future Peace of Europe by the Establisbment of an
 European Diet, Parliament, or Estates recommends the creation of a
 European parliamentary assembly. This organization would settle dis-
 putes between states and its decisions sustained by the concerted
 military might of the membership. Representation in this body is to
 be proportionate to power; hence, a special place is accorded to the
 major actors in the world system.

 Seventeen years after the appearance of Penn's scheme, John
 Bellers, also a Quaker, advanced a remarkably similar proposal. Some
 Reasons for a European State .. . includes an analysis of Sully's
 Grand Design and proposes that all the princes and states of Europe
 join "as one state, with a renouncing of all Claims upon each other,
 with such other Articles of Agreement as may be needful for a

 standing European Law ... .." The presumed advantages of this kind of arrangement are supported by references to the success of
 German Diets, the Cantons of Switzerland, and the Foedus Sacrum
 between the Emperor and Venice.

 The proposed federal union of C. I. Castel de Saint-Pierre, Abbot

 3 Sully's Grand Design of Henry IV, A Grotius Society Publication (London, 1921), p.
 42.

 4 William Penn, Essay Towards the Present and Future Peace of Europe (Philadelphia:
 Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Division of Intercourse and Education, 1944).

 5 A. Ruth Fry, John Bellers, 1654-1725: His Writing Reprinted (London, 1935), p. 92.
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 Examining the Logic of World Federal Government 79

 of Tiron, is far more detailed than the plans of Penn and Bellers.6
 Consisting of five fundamental articles, the Projet de paix perpetuelle
 suggests the formation of a grand European Union to assure perma-
 nent peace for the Christian states of Europe. In the event of dis-
 putes between states, the concerned parties are required to reconcile
 their differences via mediation by members of the union. Where
 these efforts prove unsuccessful, arbitration is called for.

 Saint-Pierre's work was revived by Rousseau in 1761 in the first
 part of his essay, A Lasting Peace Through the Federation of Europe.
 Here, the anarchy of international relations is sharply distinguished
 from the presumed order of individual states. To put an end to this
 anarchy, there must be created "such a form of federal government
 as shall unite nations by bonds similar to those which already unite
 their individual members, and place the one no less than the other
 under the authority of the Law."' In Part II of the essay, however,
 Rousseau expresses concern about problems of feasibility. Coupled
 with his contention that sovereign-authority (being no more than the
 exercise of the general will) is indivisible, this concern raises doubts
 about Rousseau's advocacy of federation.

 Toward the close of the Enlightenment, Immanuel Kant issued
 what might be thought of as the final classical expression on world
 federation. Writing in his essay of 1795, Perpetual Peace,8 Kant
 argues that the Law of Nations must rest on a federation of republi-
 can states. While he favors a genuine world state in principle, his
 concern for feasibility leads him to an admittedly second-best
 measure-federation.

 With the partial exception of Rousseau's A Lasting Peace, the
 foregoing proposals recommend the creation of world federal institu-
 tions. At the same time, none of them rest upon careful analytic
 foundations. In each case, the hypothesis which underlies the
 proposal-the statement which suggests that increasing centralization
 of global force and authority is paralleled by increasingly effective
 power-management-is left unexamined.
 2. Some Modern Observations

 In our own century, the earliest statement expressing the need for
 greater global centralization was presented by Raymond Bridgman.9

 6C. I. Castel de Saint-Pierre, Abrege du Projet de Paix Perpetuelle, Hale Bellot, tr.,
 second edition (London, 1927), p. 27. A Grotius Society Publication.

 7 Jean Jacques Rousseau, A Lasting Peace Through the Federation of Europe, C. E.
 Vaughan, tr. (London, 1917), pp. 38-39.

 Immanuel Kant, Perpetual Peace, Helen O'Brien, tr. (London: Garland Pub., 1927)
 9 Raymond L. Bridgman, World Organization (Boston: Garland Pub., 1905).
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 80 Louis Rene Beres

 After the Great War, however, the idea of world federal government
 was revived and advanced by a spokesman of considerably greater
 public stature. Writing in The Outline of History, H. G. Wells is
 unambiguous in his commitment to world-wide nationality and "the
 nascent Federal World State to which human necessities point." 0o In
 a later work, Wells displays the same clear feeling that world peace
 requires greater centralization. It is the "sovereign-independence of
 states," says Wells in The Common Sense of World Peace, that
 represents "the cardinal difficulty before us." Only by "pooling
 sovereignty" can an enduring pax be attained. "
 In the period between the world wars, most writing on behalf of

 greater centralization was concerned with European or Atlantic
 union. Easily the most well-known work of this period and in many
 respects the federalist classic is Clarence K. Streit's For Union Now:
 A Proposal for a Federal Union of the Democracies. Ultimately to
 become the first chapter of the author's later and larger work, Union
 Now: A Proposal for an Atlantic Union of the Free (1949), this
 pamphlet proposes a union of the democracies into a federal
 republic.12

 The year 1939 was one in which several other federal peace plans
 were made public. Some of these plans were explicitly tutored by the
 Streit proposal. W. B. Curry's The Case for a Federal Union is such a
 plan. Like so many others, Curry locates the root cause of inter-actor
 conflict in international anarchy. All attempts at abolishing war
 while retaining full separate sovereignties are considered futile. Inter-
 national anarchy must be replaced by world federal government. 13

 David Hoadley Munroe's Hang Together: The Union Now Primer,
 is an attempt to condense, explain, and discuss Streit's Union Now.
 As Munroe points out, the plan of Union Now involves the extension
 of the American system of federal union to the whole world. It
 entails an executive branch, a legislative branch, and a judicial
 branch. Like Streit (who was responsible for the foreword and final
 chapter of this book), Munroe cites adherence to an absolute con-
 ception of unrestricted national sovereignty as the principal source
 of inter-state conflict.14

 The year 1939 was also the year in which Grenville Clark issued
 his first call for federation, albeit one with strictly limited purposes

 10 H. G. Wells, The Outline of History, II (New York, 1920), p. 580.
 11 H. G. Wells, The Common Sense of World Peace (London, 1929), p. 18.
 12 Clarence K. Streit, For Union Now: A Proposal for a Federal Union of the Democ-

 racies (Washington: Harper & Row, 1939).
 13 W. B. Curry, The Case for a Federal Union (Harmondsworth, England, 1939).
 14 David H. Munroe, Hang Together: The Union Now Primer (New York: Penquin

 Books, 1940).
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 Examining the Logic of World Federal Government 81

 and with highly restricted powers. " These built-in limitations derive
 more from Clark's concern for a "practical" chance of acceptance
 than from the conviction that they are desirable from the standpoint
 of war-avoidance. According to Clark, the organs of the proposed
 federation shall be a Congress and a Supreme Court. No provision is
 made for the creation of a separate executive department, although
 appropriate authority is delegated to the Congress to establish such
 quasi-executive agencies as may be required and to maintain a per-
 manent secretariat.

 As regards the use of force, considerable authority is delegated to
 the Congress. In Clark's own terms, this represents the "stiffest dilu-
 tion of sovereignty" contained in the entire proposal, and reflects his
 belief that any effective centralized arrangement for the management
 of global power must be supported by effective sanctions. The
 military measures which may be authorized by the Congress include
 the right to maintain air and naval forces, to fix the contributions of
 member countries, and to name and remove the commanders-in-
 chief. It is judged to be an essential feature of the proposal that the
 federation ought not to be implemented at all unless its strength in
 armed force is predominant over any other combination that might
 arise. This implies that military sanctions are to be provided on so
 great a scale as to do more than simply deter any unauthorized use of
 force.

 Duncan and Elizabeth Wilson are also contributors to the world
 federalism literature of 1939. In their Federation and World Order,
 the uncontroversial claim is made that the advent of very powerful
 weapons has made indulgence in war especially costly. What is
 needed? The answer, we are told, lies in some form of world organi-
 zation which may partially supersede the state:

 This is the germ of the idea which has come to be known as Federal
 Union. Can we not, we have asked ourselves, set up a common Federal
 Parliament for mankind which will be directly representative not of States,
 but of individual men and women, leaving to the Nation-State the ad-
 ministration of those purely national affairs whose conduct does not
 threaten, because it does not affect, the nationals of other States? 16

 Searching for a model on which to shape their designs, the authors
 suggest consideration of the existing federal parliaments which have a
 long record of success behind them, namely Switzerland and the

 15 See A Memorandum With Regard to a New Effort to Organize Peace and Containing a
 Proposal for a "Federation of Free Peoples" in the Form of a Draft of a Constitution for the
 Proposed Federation (New York, December, 1939).

 16 C. E. M. Joad, in preface to Duncan and Elizabeth Wilson, Federation and World
 Order (London: T. Nelson & Sons, Ltd., 1939), xiii.
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 82 Louis Rene Beres

 United States. International federation is selected as the most propi-
 tious arrangement for the management of power because it is
 regarded as the logical "half-way house" between international
 anarchy, which may or may not be tempered by alliances and
 leagues, and the kind of super-State which would completely elimi-
 nate the existing multiplicity of separate sovereignties.
 A few years after the appearance of Federation and World Order,
 Oscar Newfang advanced the case for world federal government.17
 The argument is made that just as the transfer of force to central
 governments of States is essential to the maintenance of domestic
 peace, so is this transfer deemed necessary on the more comprehen-
 sive global level. The basic conclusions derive from the assumption
 that what is true for individual State systems is true for the entire
 world system as well. Whatever the scope of the system involved,
 central institutions endowed with certain sovereign-authoritative
 prerogatives must be the repository of force.
 In 1943 Ely Culbertson's plan for world federation was made
 public, 18 but it was the proposals of Emery Reves appearing two
 years later that received a genuinely large measure of recognition.
 Indeed, in 1945, Reves succeeded Clarence Streit as the principal
 figure in the movement for world federation. The crux of Reves'
 argument may be summed up schematically. There are two principal
 "observations" that can be made concerning war:
 1. Wars between groups of men forming social units always take place
 when these units-tribes, dynasties, churches, cities, nations-exercise un-
 restricted sovereign power.
 2. Wars between these social units cease the moment sovereign power is
 transferred from them to a larger or higher unit.19

 On the basis of these "observations" (presumably functioning as
 premises or assumptions), says Reves, "we can deduce a social law
 with the characteristics of an axiom that applies to and explains each
 and every war in the history of all time":

 War takes place whenever and wherever non-integrated units of equal
 sovereignty come into contact.

 One need not be a logician to recognize that this proposition is not
 necessarily implied by the above premises. Moreover, unless "con-

 17 Oscar Newfang, World Government (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1942).
 18 Ely Culbertson, Summary of the World Federation Plan: An Outline of a Practical

 and Detailed Plan for World Settlement (Garden City: Garden City Pub., 1943).
 19 See Emery Reves, Anatony of Peace, selection reprinted in David Brook, ed., Search

 for Peace (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), p. 364.
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 Examining the Logic of World Federal Government 83

 tact" is tied definitionally to the use of force, in which case the
 statement is tautological, the proposition is clearly untrue.

 In the following year, 1946, the World Movement for World
 Federal Government was founded in Luxembourg. The United World
 Federalists of the United States was formed in February 1947 by
 bringing together various existing organizations: Americans United
 for World Government, World Federalists (USA), Student Federal-
 ists, Massachusetts Committee for World Federation, and World
 Citizens of Georgia. The plan for world federal government drawn up
 by the United World Federalists is presented in the books of Cord
 Meyer. 20

 The appearance in 1949 of Clarence Streit's larger work, Union
 Now: A Proposal for an Atlantic Federal Union of the Free,
 overshadowed all such efforts.2 Expanding upon the ideas
 presented earlier in For Union Now, Streit makes plain his
 contention that universality must be the goal of any plan for world
 federal government, but that we must begin with the democracies.
 What is needed is a "nucleus," and this nucleus must be democratic.

 In cooperation with Justice Owen J. Roberts and John F.
 Schmidt, Streit continued to advance his case with publication of
 The New Federalist.22 Not surprisingly, this book draws its
 inspiration from The Federalist, attempting to apply between the
 actors in world politics the same federal principles which Madison,
 Hamilton, and Jay applied to the thirteen states.

 A unique event in the history of world federal proposals is the
 London Parliamentary Conference for World Government which
 took place in September, 1951. Attended by Members of Parliament
 from all over the world, it was convened on the contention of its
 organizers that world peace requires the surrender of national
 sovereignty to the greater sovereignty of a world federal government.
 The parliamentarians who gathered for the conference began the
 creation of world government groups throughout the world, and
 hailed their meeting as a demonstration to governments and to
 peoples that despite widespread cynicism there exists competent
 opinion which recognizes the solution as possible.

 In the decade just past, we may count Grenville Clark and Louis
 Sohn among the most prominent of those who have advanced the

 20 See Cord Meyer Jr., Peace or Anarchy (Boston, 1947), and Beliefs, Purposes, and
 Aims (New York: Little, Brown, 1948).

 21 Clarence Streit, Union Now: A Proposal for an Atlantic Federal Union of the Free
 (New York: Harper, 1949).

 Owen J. Roberts, John F. Schmidt, and Clarence Streit, The New Federalist (New
 York: Harper, 1950). The authors characterize themselves as Publius II.
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 84 Louis Rene Beres

 idea of world federal government.23 Their proposal has been so
 widely read that almost all subsequent works on the subject use it as
 a convenient starting-point. In brief, World Peace Through World
 Law recommends the creation of a "world authority" which would
 forbid violence or the threat of violence as a means of settling
 differences between actors. This world authority would be capable of
 supporting its dictates with appropriate force. Specifically, the
 authors envision the creation of a "permanent world police force"
 for the purpose of forestalling or suppressing the use of force by
 actors. This plan does not recommend the transfer of all
 sovereign-authoritative prerogatives to the specially-created global
 authority. Only the right to use force is to be transferred to the new
 agency. There is, then, no suggestion of transmuting the system of
 separate actors into a single-actor world.
 Such views notwithstanding, the world order advantages of global
 federation are by no means obvious. All of the foregoing
 recommendations, however carefully conceived, are based upon
 incompletely examined hypothetical foundations. As with their
 predecessors, twentieth-century creators of plans for world federal-
 ism have never undertaken a systematic examination of their favored
 configuration. What follows, then, is a careful and well-reasoned look
 at the logic of world federal government.

 Federation and World Order: Investigating the Link

 With the onset of world federal government, states are deprived of
 the ultimate right to decide when the weapons of war may be used.
 Thus, the critical factor in the investigation of the world federal
 model concerns the particular manner in which force is shared.
 Depending upon the particular distribution of force between the
 actors and the separate federal center, the management of power in
 world federal configurations will be more or less effective.
 Exactly how much force must be possessed by the federal center?

 In a recent policy statement, the World Federalists, USA specify only
 "an adequate armed peace force." 24 Does this mean a preponderant
 share? Or does it mean only enough force to appear able to deliver
 unacceptably destructive sanctions upon recalcitrant nations? And
 what about the ability to appear willing to unleash such sanctions?
 Does perceived willingness necessarily accompany the federal center's
 possession of a certain measure of force?

 23 Grenville Clark and Louis B. Sohn, World Peace Through World Law (Cambridge:
 Harvard University Press, 1966).
 This can be secured from World Federalists, USA, 2020 K Street, N.W., Washington,

 D.C.
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 Examining the Logic of World Federal Government 85

 In the first place, all that is required is enough force to appear
 capable of inflicting unacceptable damage. From the standpoint of
 the individual nation, supremacy or preponderance by the separate
 center in terms of force is unessential to successful deterrence.

 But this assumes that each nation sees itself as the only offending
 actor in world politics. It assumes that each nation contemplating an
 unauthorized use of force views the separate center's entire force
 repository when calculating the center's ability to inflict unaccept-
 ably damaging punishment. Depending upon the prevailing state of
 national satisfaction and the conditions of international rivalry and
 competition, such an assumption may be more or less warranted.

 If, for example, individual nations contemplating the unauthorized
 use of force perceive that several other nations are simultaneously
 contemplating similar activity, these actors are apt to evaluate their
 prospective costs in terms of less than the separate center's total
 force allotment. In such cases, the ability of the separate center to
 successfully project the image of being able to respond to
 unauthorized uses of force with unacceptably damaging strikes may
 actually require the appearance of preponderance or superiority. It
 may require the appearance of being able to deliver as many (or
 more) unacceptably damaging strikes as the expected number of
 offending national actors.

 To this point our discussion of power-management in world
 federal systems has been concerned only with the federal center's
 force requirements. No mention has yet been made of the separate
 center having to appear willing to use this force. As we know,
 however, for a nation to be deterred from undertaking forceful
 activity, it must believe that the separate center not only possesses
 the ability to deliver an unacceptably damaging strike, but that it is
 also more or less willing to do so.

 Upon what factors will such perceived willingness depend? A great
 deal depends on individual national perceptions of the separate
 center's own "self" image. In other words, how do the nations
 contemplating the unauthorized use of force feel about the separate
 center's conception of itself in terms of global management and
 regulation? If the nations feel that the federal decision-makers
 consider the actual execution of a threatened sanction to be

 abhorrent, then willingness to carry out the threat of unacceptable
 damage may understandably be doubted. This may be even more
 likely if the separate center has threatened the use of nuclear
 weapons. On the other hand, if the national actors feel that the
 federal decision-makers attach primary importance to their con-
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 tinued credibility, then willingness to carry out the threat of
 unacceptable damage may be widely believed.
 Perceived willingness may also depend in part upon the number of
 global conflict axes. For example, it is likely that in the view of
 nations, the extent to which the federal decision-makers value their
 perceived resolve increases as the system moves from multipolarity to
 bipolarity. This is the case where it is assumed that nations believe
 that 1) the extent to which the decision-makers of the separate
 center value their image of resolve varies in accordance with the
 perceived consequences of failed resolve in number-of-actor terms,
 and 2) the perceived consequences of failed resolve in number-of-
 actor terms worsen or deteriorate as the system moves from a
 multipolar to a bipolar state.
 Finally, even where national actors believe the federal forces to be

 sufficiently invulnerable, perceived willingness may also depend in
 part upon national perceptions of 1) the disutility which the separate
 center attaches to whatever destruction it might still suffer (to forces
 or otherwise) as a consequence of making good on a threat, and 2)
 the likelihood that the separate center will feel forced to anticipate
 incurring such disutility as a consequence of making good on a
 threat. If, for example, nations believe 1) that the separate center has
 defined a specified level of destruction which it deems unacceptable,
 and 2) that the center feels that such a level of destruction would be
 incurred if it chose to make good on a threat to use force, then
 nations will very likely believe that the separate center would be
 unwilling to carry out its threat. Perceived willingness, therefore, will
 depend in part upon the center's ability to convince actors not to
 believe 1 and/or 2 above. As it is difficult to imagine a situation in
 which the federal center does not consider a certain level of
 destruction to be unacceptable, it will be incumbent upon it to
 convince would-be offending actors that by making good on its
 threat to use force it does not feel that it will be inviting an
 unacceptably damaging counter-strike.

 Conclusion

 In view of the foregoing discussion, we may note that even in a
 world system where the separate federal center is generously
 endowed, the management of power need not be effective.
 Effectiveness also requires the belief on the part of nations that 1)
 the separate federal center is willing to make good on its threats to
 use force, and that 2) the center is capable of yielding unacceptable
 damage. Strangely enough, these very complex requirements are
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 overlooked by advocates of world federal government, both medieval
 and modern. Undaunted by the fundamental importance of their
 omissions, these enthusiastic spokesmen for global centralization feel
 certain that the greater desirability of their proposed configurations
 is beyond question. As a result, large numbers of people have been
 diverted from a variety of potentially more productive courses to
 international order. In view of the terrible urgency of planetary
 danger in the years ahead, the implications of this diversion may be
 extremely far-reaching. Indeed, they may be genuinely catastrophic.
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